
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS.
WE’LL TAKE CARE OF YOUR HAIR.



JETSET 
HOT ROLLER



3 SISTERS TRANSFORM CURLS INTO CONFIDENCE

BEAUTY TRIBE was founded by 3 Sisters. Growing up in the 

family’s manufacturing business, the Sisters had intimate 

knowledge of how to develop and create products. They saw 

how problems are answered through both creative and 

practical solutions.

Today the Sisters bring their unique heritage, artistic design skills 

and woman’s perspective together to create “BEAUTY TRIBE”.

CRACKING THE CODE OF PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

As they like to say “We didn’t invent the roller.  We just 

perfected it.” They zeroed in on hot rollers because it was ripe 

for change. There was some innovation in heating speed, but 

the price was out of reach for most customers.  Other details, 

like burning your fingers, were key elements, but didn’t get 

much attention. 

After reading hundreds of reviews they realized, this is fixable. 

“We can do this”.
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THE STORY

Michiyo, Lea and Aki



BEAUTY TRIBE’s Jetset Hot Roller collection is a luxury hair tool line that balances 

aesthetic design and unparalleled performance.  It addresses everything people didn’t 

like about hot rollers through innovative solutions.  

With it’s patented 8 second heat up, the Jetset acheives faster and hotter optimum 

temperatures to curl hair. The cool touch caps truly means no more burned hands, and 

it’s velvety rollers with ionic and ceramic technology help smooth and shine hair.  

The Jetset changes the way people think about hot rollers.

JETSET HOT ROLLER
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HOT ZONE COOL ZONE

8 SECOND TURBO HEAT UP 8



DIVERSE LOOKS AND FEATURES
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ROLLER ASSORTMENT

Create infinite styles with 5 different roller sizes. 

CARRYING CASE

Organize, stow and travel with ease.

BUTTERFLY CLIPS AND WIRE CLIPS

Take your pick.

Both included for an easy to use secure fit.

1.75”                 1.50”           1.25”         1.00”         0.85”
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TUTORIAL
ROMANTIC CURLS



AS SEEN IN

Marie Claire selected the Jetset Hot Roller as one of the

“New Products a Beauty Fiend Needs in Her Life”.
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”I LOVE these hot rollers. I try everything beauty and only review the truly outstanding. 
Beauty Tribe rollers are just that good. The clamps that hold the rollers hold tightly without 
damaging my hair. The curls last. You never touch anything hot. Follow the simple directions 
and you won't be disappointed.”  - Lady Lovelys

”Complete hot roller neophyte here. Just had my first play session with these this morning 
and the set was incredibly intuitive to use.”  - Cheetah

” I love the rollers. Super easy to use. My hair feels the lightest and sexiest ever.” – Hildy

” ... this set is by far the best I've EVER had!!... BEST PART the caps really stay cool... 
Bonus. Looks great on my bathroom counter. ”  - K.M

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

HOT ROLLER STYLING IS HAVING THE HEAT

TURNED UP IN A WHOLE NEW WAY.
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Gorgeous hair is just one element of 
self-expression and confidence.

BEAUTY TRIBE believes in empowering 
women to take on the day. 

Let BEAUTY TRIBE make 
sure your hair looks stunning.

Nicole Kulovany.  2016 Ms. New York, United States. 9



FOLLOW US
Website www.beautytribe.com

Facebook @beautytribe_official

Instagram @beauty_tribe

Vimeo (Tutorials) https://vimeo.com/user64540754

CONTACT
Michiyo Oishi

CEO North America & Co-Founder

michiyo@beautytribe.com
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